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Abstract

[1] introduces the notion of I@I. [2] develops, studies and introduces

convoluted Prüfer’s type I@I. [3, 4, 5] develop, study and introduce

the notion of KBO. [6] develops, studies and introduces us-crops in

us-culture. [4] develops, studies and introduces integration and deriva-

tion of KBO. [7] develops, studies and introduces linear circular convo-

luted us-crop I@I KBO cluster generating us-crop. [8] develops, studies

and introduces tuze-channeled KBO of DCP. This paper will devel-

ops, study and introduce us-crop based plasma memory. For this: 1)

An abstract formal language plemal L to generate any us-crop based

plasma memory has been designed on an alphabet called plema Ä and

it is introduced. 2) The found result is planed to be used for generat-

ing an us-culture based pointing action that generates a remote FTD

programmable plasma memory cluster type.
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1 Introduction

[1] introduces the notion of I@I. [2] develops, studies and introduces con-

voluted Prüfer’s type I@I clusters. [3, 4, 5] develop, study and introduce the

notion of knowledge based object -KBO. [6] develops, studies and introduces
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us-crops in us-culture. [4] develops, studies and introduces integration and

derivation of KBO. [7] develops, studies and introduces linear-circular convo-

luted us-crop I@I KBO cluster generating us-crops. [8] develops, studies and

introduces tuze-channeled KBO of DCP. This paper is developing, studying

and introducing us-crop based compact plasma memory.

2 Preliminary Notes

In this section, the preliminary notions which are necessary in us-crop

based compact plasma memory will be developed.

2.1 u-Crop and s-Crop Based Plasma Memory Types

Definition 1 (a) Let FTD be formal technology dependent. (i) A mod

p enforced and m-ary negative u-crop I@I KBO cluster memory is called as an

m-ary negative FTD plasma memory type. It is represented by X− = p�m

⇐⇒ [-m; -0]X@X [+φ; +φ] = array[-m ... -0] of ( X− mod p, X+ mod φ). It

appears as in Fig 1 under zooming operator action.

(ii) A mod q enforced and n-ary positive s-crop I@I KBO cluster memory

is called an n-ary positive plasma memory named by X+ = n	q ⇐⇒ [-φ; -

φ]X@X [+0; +n] mod q = array[+0 ... +n] of ( X− mod φ, X+ mod q). It

appears as in Fig 2 under zooming operation.

2.2 us-Crop Based Plasma Memory Type

Here an (m,n)-ary (positive, negative) FTD plasma memory type will be de-

veloped by a corollary.

Corollary 1 There is a deterministic (m, n)-ary (negative, positive) plasma

memory type construction A = [-m; -0]A@A[+0; +n]( A− mod p, A+ mod q)

generating FTD technology.

Proof Let 1) (a) Let FTD be formal technology dependent. 2) Let A−
be a mod p enforced circularly m-ary negative plasma memory type. It can

briefly be represented by A− = p�m. 3) Let A+ be a mod q enforced circularly

n-ary positive plasma memory. It can briefly be represented by A+ = n	q.

4) Let @ be a root origin dependent concatenation operator. One can obtain

A = A− @ A+ = (p�m)@(n	q) = [-m; -0]A@A[+0; +n] ( A− mod p, A+ mod
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q). It appears as in Fig 3 under zooming operation. Hence there is a FTD

technology for generating A.

3 Developments

In this section, some data structures on the u-crop, s-crop and s-crop for the

purpose of developing us-culture by a formal language plemal L defined on a

special alphabet plea Ä, are studied and introduced.

3.1 Data Structure on us-Crops

Syntax 1 (a) If X, Y and Z are us-crops, then the set of ordered pairs Z =

X × Y = { (x, y): x ∈ (X− ∪ X+) =⇒ x ∈ (X− @ X+) while y ∈ ( Y− ∪ Y+

) =⇒ y ∈ ( Y− @Y+ )} is called the Cartesian product of X and Y. (b) If X

and Y are the same us-crop, say X = Y = W, then X x Y may be written as

Z = W2. (c) Similarly ordered n-tuples(or n-ary) as members of a set W may

be constructed. (d) There is natural way combining r-tuples and s-tuples to

form (r+s)–tuples : ((x1, ..., xr ) (y1, ..., ys )) = (x1, ..., xr, y1, ..., ys ).

Semantics 1 (a) Variable symbols such as x and y stands for r-tuples as

well as individual quantities. (b) If x is r-tuples and y is s-tuples the convention

of (x, y) ∈Wr+s means that x ∈Wr and y ∈Ws. (c) There is a single o-tuple

( ) constitute the set W0, so that ( ) ( x1 ,..., xr ) = (x1 ,..., xr ) ( ) = (x1, ..,

xr ) and W0 x Wr = Wr x W0 = Wr. (d) Z = {z = (x, y) : x ∈ ( X− ∪ X+)

=⇒ x ∈ (X− @ X+) while y ∈ ( Y− ∪ Y+ ) =⇒ y ∈ ( Y− @Y+ )} means Z =

{z = (x, y) : (x, y) ∈ (( X− × Y−) =⇒ y ∈ ( X− @Y− ) ∪ ( X− × Y+) =⇒
y ∈ ( X− @Y+ ) ∪ ( X+ × Y−) =⇒ y ∈ ( X+ @Y− ) ∪ (X+ × Y+) =⇒ y ∈ (

X+ @Y+ )) }. (e) Examples (i) W3 = W x W x W is the set of 3-ary pointers

in the three dimensional space, (ii) W2= W x W is the set of 2-ary pointers

in the two dimensional space, and W0 is the 0-ary pointers in the root origin

space which is represented in this study by [-φ;−φ]W 0@W0[+φ; +φ] # @ or

[-φ;−φ]W 0@W0[+φ; +φ] " @ . Where # is called root origin concatenation

operator generating operator and" is called root origin us-crop KBO plasma

memory generating operator.

Syntax 2 (a) A relation f : X −→ Y from X to Y is any collection of

ordered pairs (x, y) ∈ X x Y. That is a subset of X x Y. (b) The domain of f,

written dom f, is { x : (x, y) ∈ f, for some y }, that is the set of inputs which

produce some output. (c) The range of f, written ran f, is { y : (x, y) ∈ f,
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for some x }, that is, the set of outputs. (d) The inverse f−1 : Y −→ X of a

relation f : X −→ Y is the set of pairs {(y, x) : (x, y) ∈ f }.
Semantics 2 (a) A relation f: X −→ Y is a function if f(x) contains at

most one element for each x ∈ X , that is, each input produces a unique output

or not output at all. b) A relation (or function) f is 1-1 if f(x) = y and f(x† ) =

y implies x = x† that is, two different inputs never produce the same output.

3.2 us-Culture Generating Plemal L on Plema Ä

Definition 2 (a) Let p, m, n and q be finite positive integers. 1) Ā = {
p�m, n	q } is called an us-alphabet of formal FTD I@I KBO plasma

memory type. 2) £ ⊆ Ā∗ is called an us-language of formal FTD I@I

KBO plasma memory types. Where Ā∗ is the Kleen’s Closure of Ā. (b) A

quadruple G = ( T, N, P, Σ) is called an us-grammar of formal FTD I@I

KBO plasma memory types. Where 1) T is a finite set of terminal

formal FTD token I@I KBO plasma memory type, 2) N is a finite

set of non-terminal formal FTD token I@I KBO plasma memory

type, 3) P is a finite set of production rules on terminal formal FTD

token I@I KBO plasma memory type and non-terminal formal FTD token I@I

KBO plasma memory type, Σ is special linear accumulator register for

registering some pointers for pointing out the elements of an us-crop cluster

by its integrated pointing action.

Theorem 1 1) Let p, m, n and q be finite positive integers. 2) Let Ā be

an us-alphabet of formal FTD I@I KBO plasma memory type. 3) Let £ be

an us-language of formal FTD I@I KBO plasma memory type. There is at

least one us-grammar G of formal FTD I@I KBO plasma memory types for

constructing an us-language £ of formal FTD I@I KBO plasma memory type

on us-alphabet Ā of formal FTD I@I KBO plasma memory type.

Proof (a) 1) Let p, m, n and q be finite positive integers. 2) Let Ā be an

us-alphabet of formal FTD I@I KBO plasma memory types. 3) Let £ be an

us-language of formal FTD I@I KBO plasma memory type. (b) Let 1) � be

assignment operator for assigning a KBO at right to a KBO at the left .

2)Let 7→ be transformation operator for deriving a KBO at the right from a

KBO at the left. (c) 1) Let a and b two terminal symbol registers representing

X− = p�m and X + = n	q under assignments of a� p�m and b� n	q . 2)

Let S be a non-terminal token symbol. 3) Σ be a special accumulator register

variable for registering an us-crop string during a production process. Under

these considerations one has : 1) A terminal us-alphabet T = {a, b} = { a�
X− = p�m , b � X + = n	q }. 2) A non-terminal N = { S }. 3) Assume
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a set of FTD production rules as P = { R1 : Σ 7−→ S, R2: S 7−→ aSb, R3 = S

7−→ λ} is available. Hence there is an us-grammar G = (T, N, P, Σ ). This

G generates a language £ = {ak◦ bk = ak bk: 0 ≤ k ≤ maxint(m, n) } by

the following Algorithm-A and Algorithm-B(k) :

Algorithm A S0: Begin; S1: Σ 7−→ S; S2: k � 0; ` = maxint(m,n); S3:

Do Algorithm-B(k) while k ≤ `; S4 : Stop; S5: End.

Algorithm-B(k) S0: Begin; S1: r � 0; do S 7−→ aSb, r � r + 1, while

r ≤ k; S2: S 7−→ λ ; S3: Σ � S; S4: write[ Σ] ; S5: return; S6: End. Where

Si stands for Step(i).

Definition 3 Let N be the set of natural numbers. Consider m, p, q, n ∈
N. Let ur1,

ur2,
sr1 and sr2 be four registers designed for registering m, p, q

and n in their contents. 1) ur = ur1 � ur2 =⇒ � � � =⇒ m�p is called an

u-crop plasma memory cluster generating register that controlled by m and p.

2) sr = sr1 	 sr2 =⇒ � 	 � =⇒ q	n is called s-crop plasma memory cluster

generating register controlled by q and n. 3) (a) m or n is called dimension

controlling values while they are in ur = ur1 � ur2 or sr = sr1 	 sr2; (b) p or q

is called mod controlling values while they are in ur = ur1 � ur2 or sr = sr1 	
sr2.

Result 1 (a) Assume [r] is the content operator of the register r. One has:

[ur1] = m, [ur2] = p, [sr1] = q, and [sr2] = n, [ur] = m� p and [sr] = q	n

(b) m�p is an u-crop plasma memory cluster generating code. (c) q	n is an

s-crop plasma memory cluster generating code.

Definition 4 Let m, p, q, n ∈ N. Ä = {ur, sr } = {ur1 � ur2,
sr1 	 sr2}

=⇒{(� � �) , (� 	 �)}=⇒ {(m�p), (q	n)}=⇒ {m�p, q	n} is called a

programmable linearly-extending-contracting-plasma memory alphabet. It is

briefly called in this paper as plema Ä .

Theorem 2 There exist 16 distinguishable configuration states while one

is programming on a plema.

Proof Let Ä be a plema. Let � be a generalized linearly extending-

contracting register token KBO for representing ur1,
ur2 , sr1,and sr2 of ur =

ur1 � ur2 or sr = sr1 	 sr in the plema Ä. Each � can be at least in two states,

namely empty and non empty. Hence three exist 4 variables that each one is

taking 2 values. This leads that three exist 16 distinguishable configuration

states while one is programming on plema Ä.

Definition 3 Let * be Kleen’s closure operator. L ⊆ Ä∗ is called a plemal.

Hence plemal is a formal language on plema Ä .

Theorem 2 Let L be a plemal on plema Ä. There exist a semantic algo-

rithm to interpret the meaning of each vocabulary x ∈ L such a way that x
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becomes a code to generate an us-culture.

Proof Let L be a plemal on plema Ä. If x ∈ L. The following Algorithm-A

converts x to an us-culture x.

Algorithm-C S0: Begin; S1: Mark m�p appearing in x by counting from

left to right in a suitable modulo-δ for finding polarization index of each m�p.

S2: Mark q	n in x by counting from left to right in modulo-ρ for finding

polarization index of each q	n. S3: Find µ = maximum( δ, ρ). S4: Generate

a flying root concatenation object @ that it flies on x and points to construct

polarized us-crops of an us-culture by matching the found polarization indexes

in the counting process on u-crops with the found polarization indexes in the

counting process on s-crops of x. S5: If there is no matching found for the

pointed polarization index of an u-crop or s-crop, then match it by an empty s-

crop or an empty u-crop. S6: Construct an µ-ary polarized us-culture named

by x for the given vocabulary x ∈ L. S7: Stop; S8: End.

Example 1 1) Let x = (3�5)(5�2)(4	5)(3	4)(3�2)(3	2)(5	3 ) in a ple-

mal L. 2) The counting process gives the following data structure:

x = (3�5)(5�2)(4	5)(3	4)(3�2)(3	2)(5	3 ).

0 1 0 1 2 2 3

3)This data structure is a vocabulary in L. Further it is a code that produces

the following polarized us-culture named by x under Algorithm C.

x = { [-3; -0] 0x@ 0x[+0;+5] (mod 5, mod4), [-5; -0] 1x@ 1x[+0; +4](mod 2,

mod 3), [-3; -0] 2x@ 2x[+0;+2](mod 2, mod 3), [-φ;−φ]3x@ 3x[+0; +3] ( mod

φ, mod 5) }
Theorem 3 (a) A non-empty vocabulary in plemal L with a set of pointing

action, generates a remote programmable I@I KBO token cluster. (b) An us-

crop that its spike values are vocabularies in plemal L, each has a set of enforced

pointing actions, generates a remote programmable us-culture I@I KBO cluster

of remote programmable us-culture I@I KBO clusters.

Proof 1) Let w be a non-empty vocabulary in plemal L. Its enforced

pointing action to produce an us-culture like in Example 1. 2) Let x be us-

crop. It has a type of [-m; -0]x@x[+0; +n] ( A− mod w, A+ mod w) and

its enforced pointing actions generates a remote programmable us-culture I@I

KBO cluster of remote programmable us-culture I@I KBO clusters. Fig 4 rep-

resents a remote enforced point action generating tool f or generating a remote

I@I KBO cluster of remote I@I KBO clusters.
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4 Main Results

In this paper: 1) An us-crop based compact plasma memory type has been

studied, constructed and introduced. 2) An abstract formal language plemal

L to generate any us-crop based plasma memory has been designed on an

alphabet called plema Ä and it is introduced. The found result is planed to

be used for generating an us-culture based pointing action that generates a re-

mote FTD programmable plasma memory cluster of remote FTD programmable

plasma memory clusters, in an other paper.
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Figure 1: An m-ary negative FTD plasma memory X-type where each spike

has a value in mod p.

Figure 2: An n-ary positive FTD plasma memory X+ type where each spike

has a value in mod q.
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Figure 3: An (m, n)-ary (negative, positive) FTD plasma memory X− @ X +

type where each spike in X− has a value in mod p and each spike in X+ has a

value in mod q.

Figure 4: An us-cultural remote enforced point action generating tool for gen-

erating a remote I@I KBO cluster of remote I@I KBO clusters.


